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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE,
R. G. FAIRBANKs, OF NEW YORK, N. Y., AssIGNEE, BY MESNE ASSIGN.
MENTs, OF W. H. AKINS AND J. D. FELTHOUSEN.

TMProvEMENTIN SEwING-MAcHNEs.
Specification forining part of Letters Patent No. S,2S2, dated August 5, 1851; Reissue No, i,3ss, lated
?

January 20, 1863; Reissue No. 1,930, dated April ,11 .1865

To alt vchon it-metu concern : .

Be it known that WILLIAM H. AKINs and
J. D. FELTHOUSEN, of Ithaca, in the county
of Tompkins and State of New York, did ob
tain Iuetters Iatent for an invention of certain
Il provenents in Sewing-Machines; and that
l, EUBEN G. FAIRBANKs, of the city, county,
it ind State of New York, have had assigned to
the the full and exclusive right to the said in

vention as secred to the said AKINs and FELT

IIOUSEN by the said letters Patent; and I do
hereby declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact, description of the same, ref.
erence being lad to the accompanying draw.

ings, forming art of tin is specification, in
w iclr
ligule
resets a view from the rear of
the machine, with a portion of the parts on the

oÖsite side renoved. Fig. 2 is a view of the

front of the machine, with a portiols of the rear

(which is represented in Fig. 1) removed. Fig.
is all eit view from the left of the machine.

thread, while the needle is arrested after hav

ing made a short retrograle movement.
The fourth part of the invention consists of
the combination, in v se wing-ninchine, of the
stitch-forming mechanism with a cylindrical
rest for the purpose of supportiug and afford

ing convenience for sewing articles of a curved
or tubular form.
.
Tlie fiftl? part of the inventi)'i coft sists of
the combination, in a sewing-inachine, of a
toothed: feeding instrument, with reversible
mechanisian for drivilig it ill sieh manner that
tle said mechanism may be set to change the
direction in whicl tie feeding instruttinent
moves the material without stioning the ma
cline to displace its parts.
The machine is co: structed to for institches
by means of a reciprocating needle and a re
ciprocating shuttle acting in colai biuation, aud
its various moving arts are supported by a
hollow stand or bed-yiece.

v

On a column. A, erectel tipol the stand or
Fig. 4 is a to view of the interior of the na bed piece of the inachine, is arranged an axle,
lihe, taken underneatl: the table and shield. Is, which carries the main driving-wheel C,
Fig. 5 is a to view of the machine with the table which may be turned by the handle E or driv.

ii il shiell in late. Fig. 6 is a view exhibit. en by any other suitable means, and which
ing tlhe parts derneat the table of the na carries a belt, D, running over and driving it.
chine as they wºulet le seen om tle removal of pilly, , which is fast on the horizontal sla?t
the left-hail end of the box in which they aro G, which carries a cam, S, to be hereinafter
inclosed. Fig. is a view of the shuttle, taken In ore fully lescribed, for driving down the
on the sila w lid' works next tille need?.
neetlle through the cloth and governing its ra - '
Similar letters of reference indicate corre. traction the retrom, and a fly-wheel, H, which
sponding parts in the several figures.
has on its periphery a cam, I, for operating
The first part of the invention consists of the feeling apparatus, and las attached to

tille combination of the needle-bar o a sewing. one of its arms a wrist-pin, (t, for operating the
machitie with a spring, or its equivalent, op shuttle-driving apparatus. The said shaft G
erating to draw in the needle after the stitch is fitted to bearings is uprights V W, which
is fortnct for the purpose of tightening the are secured to a horizchtal plate, X, supported
stitch, in na ter similar to hand-sewing.
upon and firmly secuted to a pillar, Y, stand

The second part of the invention consists i
the combination of the stitch ?????????????

ism and spindle or otler holder for te obbin
or spool of thread with a spring and 1rm, or
their equivalent, for the purpose of gripping
all making frict don pou the neelle-thred
intermittenly between tle spooland theseau.
The third art of the invention consists of
the combination of the needle-bar and shuttle.

driver of a sewing-machine witl inecanism
operating in such Inanner tl at tbe shittle is
caused to etter between the needle and its

ing on the toþ of the standl or bed-piece of the

machine. The upright W is extended upward

above the said Yishaft, and has attached to it
an arm, y, which contains one of the guides.
for the upright irred re-bar Z, another guide

for the said bar being provided in the plateX
ythe straight needle b", which has its eye inor,
ear the end thereof, and a recess immediately
??????? said eye for the purpose of affording
bntrance for the point of the shuttle be.
.
he said needle and the threatl which it
This bar has its lower end bored out to receive

ís
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carries. The end of this bar is also slit longi
tudinally and made tapering, and a screw
thread is cut upon it, and when the needle is
in proper place in the needle-bar a nut is
screwed onto the end of said needle-bar for the
purpose of pressing its sides toward each other
and holding the needle in place.
The needle-bar Z has an arm, v, passing
through and secured to it, and the said arm
: carries behind the bar a friction-roller, w, Fig.
3, upon which the eam S (rotating in the direc.
tion of the arrow shown in Fig. 2) operates to
drive down the needle through the cloth and
govern its retraction therefrom, which is ef.
tected by a spiral, spring, t, one end of which
connects with the arm and the other with a
goose-neck on the top of the upright W, the
said spring keeping the friction-roller w in
contact with the can until the needle is drawn
up clear of the cloth, whers the friction-roller
w is suddenly drawn into a recess, ac, Fig. 2, in
the cam, allowing the spring to suddenly con
tract and jerk the needle-thread to tighten up
the stitches. The needle-bar is arrested in its
upward motion by coming in contact with the
end of a set-screw fitted into an arm, 2, at
tached to the upright W, and this screw may
be adjusted to arrest the needle in a bigher or
lower position, according as the thickness of
the cloth is greater or less.
The cam S is so formed with a step, as shown
at ac, Fig. 2, that after it has forced the needle
downto the lowest position it permits it to rise
or make a retrograde movement very suddenly,
and from this step it is concentric with the
shaft G for a considerable distance, so that by
its continued revolution in contact with the
' roller voitarreststheneedle bar forsome time,

during which the point of the shuttle U passes

between the needle and the thread which lies

beside it. By the slight retrograde movement
brought to a more favorable position for the
shuttle to pass between them, and by the ar.
rest
of the needle
needle-thread
is
represented
in bluethe
color)
is prevented(which
having
ay upWarl movement which might interfere
With the entrance of the shuttle between it and
the needle. The thread is supplied to the needle
above, mentioned the needle and thread are

from a spool, A', which turns on a spindle at
tached to the upright W.

The needle-bar Z has hinged to it at a short
distance above the needle an arm, d, which ex
tends upward beside the needle-bar, and whose
upper end passes through an cycin a curved

forces out the said artind in the arc of a circle,
and thereby strains or contracts the spring on
the curved arm e', and by that means causes.
the thread which is passing through the eye
of the said curved arm to be clamped by the
friction of the upright arm - d. upon it. The
"spring on the curved arm et always causes
some friction, to be produced on the thread
passing through its eye, but most at the time
the needle is at its lowest position. The ob
ject of this friction upon the thread between

the spool and the seam is to keep it under coll
trol and prevent any more being drawn off
from the spool than is necessary to produce the
stitch, so that the thread for the successive
stitches may be drawn from the spool in meas
ured lengths by the act of making the stitches.
The rollerg' may be so adjusted that the wedge
shaped or cam-like projection f' on the arm d"
may be acted upon at the proper time for pro
ducing the greatest friction or pressure on the
thread by means of a set-screw, ' Fig. 3,
screwing through the plate X and bearing
upon the spring-arm h", so that the spring-arm
h' may be raised or lowered. The thread, in
stead of passing through the eye of the curved
spring-arme', may pass through a hole near
the end of the spring-arm h", immediately over
the set-screw it, and be held by the friction of
said set-screw on said arm, and thence through
the slot in the end of the needle-bar Z to the
eye of the needle.
The shuttle U travels in a straight raeeway,
T, which is so arranged that the straight nee.
de works in a recess, m, Fig. 4, provided in
one side thereof, and through a hole in the
bottom thereof. The recess m is large enough
to receive the needle, the side of the shuttle
race in which it is formed being flat, and its
object is twofold-viz, first, to prevent the nee
dle interfering with the movement of the shut
tle, and, second, to prevent the thread wind
ing round the needle or getting out of a
favorable position for the shuttle to pass be
tween it and its thread. The raceway is ex
hibited in Figs. 4 and 6 and the recess m in
Fig. 4. The shuttle is made hollow, and with
the open side, which works next the flat side
of the raceway in which the recess m is formed,
perfectly straight, and the other three sides
sloped off to form a thin and pointed or nearly
pointed front extremity, capable of entering
freely between the needle and its thread. The
rear extremity of the shuttle may be square or
rounded. On the inside of the shuttle is placed
a spindle, n, for carrying the locking-thread,
which is represented in green color, the said.
spindle being secured in place by a nut, o, in

arm, e", which passes freely through the needle
bar, all which has a spiral spring coiled round
it and applied in such a manner as to draw its eye
toward the needle-bar. The thread, on its way | ???? rear of the shuttle, on the outside thereof,
from the spool Ato the eye of the needle, passes as shown in Fig. 7. In the front part of the
through the eye of the curved spring-arm ef, inside of the shuttle is the bar p, through a
between the said eye and the arm d". On the
in which passes the shuttle-thread, which
upright arm d" is a wedge-shaped or cam-like hole
passes from thence behind a spring, r, on the
Projection, f', which, as it (lescends with the side
of the shattle, also on the inside, and the
eedle-bar, strikes against a friction-roller, g', through
a hole în the top of the shuttle, as .
lºig. 2, on a spring-arm, h', Fig. 3, which is se shown
Fig. 4.lengtiiwise,
The thread
is drawn of
cured to the plate X, before meutioned, and from theinspindle
and by this means
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obviates the necessity of a bobbin on the spin down at right angles to the said bar, as seen
dle and admits of the use of a smaller shuttle.

The bar and spring above mentioned afford
suflicient friction on the thread to prevent it
from drawing off any faster than it is required
for catching the needle-thread and forming its
art of the stitch.
The sluttle is driven intlne following maun

ner: The wrist-piñ a, before mentioned, is'con

at P, Fig. 6, and slides in a groove in a sup

port, g, which is hinged to the bottom of the
bed-piece of the machine by the linges, and
belhind which support is a spring, IR, for keep
ing it close up against the side of the machine.
The linge and spring are for the purpose of .
allowing the said support to be pushed back
to permit the poiuted arms ii, by whose agency ...
the bar P drives the shuttle, to be pushed back ----so as to iii. v. the points of said arms out of
the holes provided in the shuttle to receive
them, (one of said holes being represented by
dotted lines in Fig. 6,) when it becomes neces

nected by a rod, J, with an arm, K, secured to
tle rear ent of a shaft, I, having its bearing
at that ondrin a bolster, M, secured to the out
side of the bed-piece of the machine, sail shaft
assing through the bed-piece and having its
opposite end resting in a bearing in the oppo sary to take out the sluttle for the removal of
site side thereof, and whicl said connecting the thread thereit, and when the shuttle is re
rol gives to said shaft a rocking notion, To placed the said spring li forces the arms i
the shaft I, is secured an arm, N, which is into
place agai ;.
slotted in its end to receive one end of th: Oil the 'eat' (of the Sui gy is secretl a
connecting-rod O, which is attached by it joii t curvel guide, h, along whicli nove the arms
pin. The otler end of said connecting-rod is i i, suil aris being hotc?u el lear tlheir rear
slottedl and receives one el of a pin, l, which ends,
show in in Fig. 6, so as to span said.
is firmly secured to the driving-bar P, Fig. 4. guide as
and
be goverted in their movements by
On the connecting-rol O is arranged a collar, it. The said
aris are each fitted to work,
c, against whicl rests one end of a spiral spring, through a slottetl
k, which is secured
(l, the other end of which rests against a ºy to the driving-bar I,sleeve,
and
by
that means their
e, wlich travels in the slot i tle connecti
points
are
peri:
tel
to
le
oved iuto andl
lod and is forCed up tiglit by said spring til
out from the holes or recesses provided
against the pin h, so that the said pin will drawn
back side of the shuttle to receive then
carry tle driving-bar I” back and forth as it is in the
they are directed by the curve in the guide
operated upon by the connecting-rol until the as
tley are carried by tle (riving-bar.
driving-tibar IP strikes against the el of a set h w lile
curve it in the guile h is for drawing the
screw, Q, in the end of the bed-piece of the The
i i alternately out of the shuttle for the
machine, when the spiral spring will yield, arms
purpose
of allowing the in to bass or step over
the slot in the connecting-rod permitting it to the needle-thread
as the si uttle passes be:
move ol), while the keye and pin b are station twee le meele all
its threal, ml wle tihe
ary, there by allowing a continuous motion of said
conne to the str; tight part of the
the connecting-rod to be kept n, wlic tle guide: rins
they are in the diately entered again,
triving-loar I, and consequently the shuttle so til athone
sail trins is always in positiou
which it drives, reinains for a monet station to drive the of
shuttle. The curve in the guide
ary, so that the needle Inay liraw up that por is
in media: "ly opposite the theedle, so
tion of the stitch made simply by passing the as made
to
draw
the arm at that point.
sl tittle l (ough between te heelle al its Through lotck
tle
cent
er of the stand or bed-pieces
thread. After the connecting-rod has naade thuere paisses the i orizontal
slatt kº", Figs. 1, 2,
its entire stroke and is returned by the opera 4,
and
6,
which
carries
the
feeding.
tion of the artin N, to which it is attached, the wlieuel k*, auld li aas its libearingstoothed
in bar iº, Fig. 1,
key e and pin b renain at rest (the spiral in
rear of the stand, and in a bar, m', in
spring dl expanding ahli filling up the space thethe
front thereof. "The toothed feeding-wheel
lbetween the keye at:d the collar) until the end k'
a lisk-wlecl with teetl po) its rin, unl
of the said slot (which slot, or rather the end it isis so
arrangel and applie'l tlat i s tout het
of said slot, is represented by a duttel line in periplerical
surface projects ta pward til rough a
lfig. 4) reaches the pin b, when the continued slotor
of suitable size in the bearing-sur
return motion of the connecting-rod brings face, onopening
which the cloth or material to be sewed
bek tle driving-bar ad tie suttle vitli it. is supported
during ti sewing operatiot, far
By thens of the set-screw Q, before mentioned, enough to catcl
the under side of the said una
tle (listance wlicl the s?httleshall trawi?l and
when the latter is lied in contact with
then stop may be regulated so that it shall itterial
suitable pressure applied above it, and
only move far enough to clear the needle; or to by
enable
it to move the said material along
the precise time it shall remain still may be the slid surface
loy its revolution. This bear
regin lated to suit the laotion of the needle when ijº may be
the exterior of a cyl
the movement of the latter is adjusted by the inder-shaped rest, ac',either
Figs. 2, 3, and 5, attached
set-screw provided for that purpose for sew to the front of the bed-piece
of the machie in
ing tluicker or thinner material.
a manuer as to incase the feed-wheel, like
The driving-bar t’ is guided in its proper di asuch
box, or it may be the upper surface of a flat
rection byani noves in a support, f; fastened tale,
a', which
forms
contiquation
of ma.
the
to tle inside of thc bed-piece of the machine, plahupper
surface
of thea bed-piece
of th?
in rear of the shuttle, and its front end is bent chine.
?Either the table t' or the rest w' pro
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vides a support for the cloth all around the
ueedle and the operating-surface of the feed
wheel. The rest o' is principally intended to
be used in sewing seams in articles of curved
or hollow forms-such, for instance, as those
around coat-sleeves or pantaloons, and the

that is to say, it has a beak at each end-and
it is attached to the arm o', midway between
its beaks or extremities, by a pin which passes
through the said arm, and which has secured
to its other end an arm, s', which prujects

downward, and which has at its lower end a
, . seanas of boot-legs—a?nd tlhe° flat table ac? for socket,
(shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1) into

sewing seams on flat surface. The table ac' which socket fits loosely the end of a pin, t',

has to be removed when the rest ic' is to be which plays through an oscillating guide, w,
insed, and for that purpose is attached to the formed in a projection, v', on the arm o'.
... bed-piece of the unachine by dowel-pins. The Around the pint is a spiral spring, (see Fig.
feeding-wheel k, Figs. 4 and 6, should operate 1,) the upper end of which is secured to the up
as close as practicable to the needle.
per part of the pin, and the lower end of the

... a' is a what is termed the “cloth-holder,
consisting of a small plate attached to a forked
arm, which is connected with the pillar Y by
centerscrews or hinges, and which has a spring,
f, applied to it in such a manner as to exert a
downward pressure upon it to make it bear
upon the cloth or other material with sufficient
force to confine it to the part of the toothed
surface of the feeding. wheel whici projects
above the surface of the table ac' or rest ic', and
thereby insure the movement of the cloth by
the teeth of the feeding-wheel; but the sail
spring allows the said cloth-holder to yield to
permit the passage under it of the cloth of
different or varying thicknesses. The surface
of this cloth-holder which bears upon the ma
terial is made quite smooth in order that the
material may slide freely under it when
moved by the revolution of the feeding-wheel.
The said cloth-holder has its bearing-surface
larger than is necessary to confine the mate
rial to the feed-wheel, as it serves also to pre
vent the needle fron raising up the material
in drawing up the stitch; and in order that the
said cloth-holder may bear upon the material
all round the needle, or on both sides of the
planepassing through tle needle parallel with
the plane of revolution of the feed wheel, it
has a hole provided in it just large enough for

the needle and thread to pass easily through.
On the rear end of the feeding-wheel shaft
k' is secured a rag-wheel, n, and close to this
wheel an artin, o', is fitted to the said shaft.
To the said arm is attached a pawl, p, which
engages with the said rag-wheel for the pur
ose of producing the necessary movement of
the shaft for feeding the material to be sewed,
as will be presently described. On the ex

said spring bears upon the oscillating guide u',
the whole forming a spring-toggle for permit
ting the pawl to be turned or set to hring
either beak or extremity of the pawl into gear
with the rag-wheel to reverse the direction in
which the rag-wheel and the toothed wheel k
(which, as before described, is the feeding-in

strument in this machine) are moved, the spring
holding the pawl in gear when so set. By this

means the cloth or other material is permitted
right, or vice versa, by reversing the operation
of the feeding mechanism by moving one of
its members without the necessity of stopping
the machine or of disorganizing or reorganiz
ing it. This feature has been found practically
of great convenience and utility, as it allows
double or parallel seams to be sewed without
cutting the thread or changing the material end
for end in the machine, and, besides, enables
the operator always to dispose of the bulk of
to be noved under the needle from left to

material outside of tle line of sewing by turn
ing it from instead of into or toward the ma.
chine. It inay also be remarked, in this con
nection, that in sewing back and forth it is in
portant that the presser-pad or cloth-holder
should be made so as to press on the cloth on
all sides of the needle, since if an opening or
slit were left in the cloth-holder the cloti
would be liable to catch or be wrinkled up by
being caught against the edge thereof.
To provide for the removal of the shuttle
from the raceway, a slot is provided in the
table act above, the raceway, and this slot is
fitted with a movable plate, Y', which may be
in one or more pieces, and which, when in
place, has its upper surface flush with the up
per surface of the talole ac", so as to constitute,
in effect, a portion of the said table. When
this plate is removed and the pointel arms ii.
are thrown lack the shuttle may be taken out;
but when the plate is in place and the machine
in operation the said plate protects the shut
tle-race from dirt, and revents the cloth or
material being sewed from interfering with the
shuttle,
The seam produced in this machine has the
shuttle-thread running directly through the
loops of the needle-thread or wound round

treme end of the arm o' is placed a friction
roller, g', which is struck by the cam on the fly
- wheel-H, during every revolution of the latter,
and thereby caused to move the pawl pover the
teetllu of the ragg- Wheel, at the same time ellouin
gating a spiral spring, r", which contects the
said arm o' with the pillar A of the machine,
and after the can passes the roller the pawl
catches into the teeth of the rag-wheel m', and
the contraction of the spring ' draws the arm
o' in te opposite direction to that in which it
was moved by the can and causes the pawl
loop, according to the direction of the
to move the rag-wheel tle necessary distance each
feed moverhent. When the feed movement is
to cause the toothed wheel n to feed the na in the opposite direction to that in which the
terial the necessary distance for the length of shuttle enters between the needle and its

a stitch. The law is a double-headed one thread the shuttfe-thread is left running di
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rectly through the loops of the needle-thread;

but when the feed movement is in the reverse
direction the shuttle-thread is left wound once
round each loop of the needle-tbread.
. I do not claim the use in a sewing-machine
of an eye-pointed needle or a shuttle, or the
combination of the eye - pointed needle and
shuttle; not do I claim broadly the use of a
toothed instrument of any form for the pur.
pose of feeding the material to be sewed; but
What I claim as the invention of the said
WILLIAM. H. AKINs and JACOB D. FELTHOU.
SEN, and desire to secure by Letters Patent,
is1. The combination of the needle-bar of a
sewing-machine with a spring to draw up the
needle after the stitch is formed for the pur-

3. The combination of the needlle-bar and
sluttle-driver of a sewing-machine with mech
anism for operating them in such manner that
the shuttle is caused to enter between the nee
dle and its thread, while the needle is arrested
after having made a short retrograde move
ment.
4. The combination, in a sewing-machine, of
the stitch-forming mechanism with a cylindri
cal rest for the purpose of supporting articles
of curved or illular foria, substantially as set
forth.
5. The combination of a toothed feeding-in
strument
with reversible driving mechanism,
substantially as set fort.
In testimony whereof , the assignee of the
invention of the aforesaid WILLIAM. I. A KINS

pose of tightening the stitches, substantially i and
J. D. FELTHOUSEN, have? hereunto set my
land.

us set fortl.

2. The combination of the stitch-forming
IR., (G. FAIRBANKS, l
mechanism and spool-spindle with an inter.
assignee.
mittent thread - gripping mechanism located Witnesses:
between tle spool-spindle and the placewhere i
E. S. RENWICK,
the stitcl is formed, substantially as set forth.
W. L. BENNEXI.

s

